FLAWLESS FULFILMENT IN
THE RETAIL SUPPLY CHAIN
How European retailers are evolving their routes to customers to gain
competitive advantage and raise satisfaction levels

Survey conducted by IDG Connect on behalf of Zebra Technologies
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Own stores

83%

63%

Third-party warehouse

48%

And more in the system as returns

RETAILERS DO AGREE THAT A SINGLE VIEW OF INVENTORY IS GOOD FOR BUSINESS:

in association with

87%

71%

Drives competitive advantage

Supports customer satisfaction
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3. Who did we ask?
In a multi-channel retail world customers now expect seamless interaction whether they buy online or instore. They want to know
whether a product is available regardless of its location and they want choices in how they receive their purchases – instore, at
home or at another collection point. To fulfil that demand the onus is on retailers to ensure visibility of stock across channels for
staff and customers and to have the logistics in place to deliver on demand.
In our survey we wanted to understand how retailers are evolving their supply chains to meet these increasingly urgent demands.
Do they understand where they can gain competitive advantage through improved customer service and supply chain efficiencies?
And how far along the path are they to achieving those goals?
To find the answers we talked to decision makers at over 100 major retailers across Europe about out how they are meeting
demand now and what their aspirations are for the next two years in vital areas such as order fulfilment, deliveries and returns and
inventory management.
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Our survey respondents
We carried out our research across
the key industry sectors of fashion,
food and general merchandise to
discover if there were significant
differences.

By looking at companies across
Europe we aimed to identify which
countries were leading the way in
evolving their supply chains and
which still had work to do.

Italy

General Merchadise

UK

IT
Management

15%

25%
ROLLOVER

26%
47%
28%

To gain the best understanding
of how retailers are changing
their supply chains we spoke to
managers and C-level directors in
both business and IT.

Fashion

France

30%

19%
19%

23%

31%
Germany

in association with

Food

Spain

Business
Management

C-Level

39%
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49%

60%
40%
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75%

20%

42%
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0%

E-commerce web sites

Competitive advantage is a constantly sought-after goal in
the fast-moving world of retailing, and delivering customer
satisfaction is a large aspect of that. To ensure customers are
happy with their experience and want to return, retailers need
to meet their ever-growing demands for speed and choice in
how they shop.
Most retailers already offer online sales
Three-quarters of retailers in the survey already offer
e-commerce and in the future that will rise to almost 100%.
Most businesses recognise that customers expect to be
able to buy online, and not surprisingly, retailers across most
countries were well on the way to offering e-commerce web
sites:

Mobile Apps

• 80% of French respondents already have an e-commerce
site and the remaining 20% plan to do so
• 72% of German respondents already have a site, but a
small number (8%) say they have no plans to do so
• In Italy 69% of respondents offer this service, and the rest
have plans to do so
• Spanish respondents recorded the most positive
responses, with 85% saying they already have a site and the
rest due to follow
• 70% of UK respondents already have a site, and a very
small number (7%) said they won’t be offering this service

in association with

Online shopping continued...
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Growing numbers are catering for the mobile customer

Gearing up for online sales

Increasingly, individuals are living their lives through their
mobile devices and savvy retailers will be aiming to satisfy the
customer on the move. Leading retailers are already offering
mobile apps that make shopping specifically at their online
stores extremely easy, but we wanted to know if this is a
general trend.

There’s still plenty of work to be done to establish an
effective online presence for those who aim to build web
e-commerce and mobile apps.

Today just under half of our respondents have created mobile
apps but that’s set for major change. In two years’ time, 91%
will have developed apps to enable customers to browse and
shop wherever they are.
When we looked at responses across Europe we found an
interesting variety of responses. Spanish respondents appear
to be 100% committed to mobile apps with 55% saying they
already offered this service and 45% planning to do so in the
future. Greatest growth is predicted for French retailers where
half of respondents said they had plans for mobile apps and
half already use them.
At the other end of the scale are Italy and Germany, where
44% of organisations already provide mobile apps. However,
19% of Italian respondents and 16% of German respondents
said they had no plans to offer apps at all.

We will see 20% of retailers building e-commerce sites in
the near future and more than 40% are creating mobile apps,
as well as those already established services that will aim to
evolve to remain at the top of their game.
Whether retailers already have an e-commerce platform or
are set to build one, they will need to keep an eye on the
technologies that can grow with the business, give ever more
demanding customers the experience they want and help
achieve competitive advantage.
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5. Customers want choice in the where and how of delivery
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Two hour click and collect in-store

41

Safe place delivery

19

Drive-through click and collect

ROLLOVER
Within 2 years

Today

How do customers prefer
to receive status updates?

43

Online tracking

44%

Exploring new ways to meet delivery demands
Today’s customers increasingly want deliveries of goods to
be at their convenience, at the place and the time that they
desire. And they want speed – they’re no longer prepared to
wait a week, or even two days in some cases.
How to meet those expectations has been exercising the
minds of many retailers – witness the excitement around
Amazon’s trial of the use of drones. That’s not the future for
everyone though and we wanted to find out what are the
realistic plans for the retailers in our survey. We asked them

Call from driver

21%

Text alerts

Delivery photo

18%

17%

about a range of delivery services that they might offer now
or in the future. Almost all our respondents already provide
the more straightforward services of standard delivery to
home and collection in store. Into the future it appears we
are going to see retailers expand more heavily into other
delivery options such as two-hour click and collect instore,
next-evening delivery to home, safe place delivery to lockers
and drive-through click and collect. Retailers are clearly
responding to the demand for speed and flexibility.

Place of delivery continued...
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European retailers have different views around how to
evolve
If we look at the different options we can see some variation
in how retailers in European countries are approaching
delivery.

• Next-evening delivery: Far fewer retailers in France (15%)
and Germany (28%) currently offer next-evening delivery but
that is set to change as 65% of French respondents and 64%
of German respondents say they will implement in the next
two years.
• Standard collection instore: While this is an established
option overall, there are still 30% of respondents in France
and Spain who are planning to introduce this over the next
two years. Over 80% of respondents in the UK and Italy
already provide this service.
• Two-hour click and collect instore: At 4% Germany is way
behind other countries in offering two-hour click and collect
in-store, but that will change as three-quarters of German
respondents said they would be introducing the service over
the next two years.
• Drive-through click and collect: Today 30% of French, 20%
of German and 25% of Italian retailers offer this service. Half
of the retailers in each of these countries said they would
introduce it over the next two years.
• Safe place delivery/lockers: Around half of respondents in
France, Italy and the UK plan to introduce locker delivery in
the next two years.
Customers want to know how delivery is progressing

in association with

Customers need to plan receipt of deliveries into busy
lives so it’s important that they know how their orders are
progressing. We asked retailers how their customers track
deliveries and what their preferences are. Regardless of who
actually makes the delivery, the process is still owned by the
retailer, and its quality will affect the customer relationship.

Going online to check delivery is a proactive task, but one that
consumers seem happy to take on. Currently about threequarters (73%) of customers receive updates through realtime online delivery location tracking and retailers say that
44% prefer this method.
For 63% though text alerts push delivery information to
their phones, and 18% prefer this method. Nearly the same
number (60%) receive update calls from the delivery driver in
transit and 21% prefer this.
Interestingly, 40% of our respondents say they already offer
photographic evidence that a delivery has been made –
invaluable if the customer is out. With 17% of customers
believed to prefer this method of order status update, we see
it as a growing trend for the future, enabled by smart mobile
technology carried by drivers.
Some regional variations stand out
Online updates are most popular in all countries except the
UK where 78% of retailers offer text alerts while less than
60% offer real-time updates on the web or calls from drivers.
Spain leads in offering photo evidence at 60%, followed by
Italy at 44% while only a quarter of Germany respondents
offer this service.
Making the connections
Our research shows that customers want choice in how
their purchases are delivered and how they can track those
deliveries. Retailers who want to meet that demand need to
look at their infrastructure to manage and track orders and
share information across their own organisation and with both
delivery agents and customers.
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With customers demanding fast delivery we wanted to
explore further how retailers believe they are going to meet
that challenge and introduce new efficiencies into their supply
chains at the same time.
To understand that we asked retailers which delivery networks
they are using today and how they plan to change those
processes over the next two years.
It appears that to speed up the supply chain, retailers are
fulfilling orders from wherever the stock is and over half are
already using a mix of delivery networks to get the order
to the customer. We looked at four modes of delivery and
found each one used by at least 50% of our respondents.
Most used currently is the company’s own delivery network
at 67%, followed by bringing logistics in-house (61%), using
third-party delivery agents (56%) and delivering direct from
the manufacturer (50%).

Our survey then drilled down to ask about the one primary
mode that retailers will be using in two years’ time. It revealed
that at 34% retailers’ own networks will still be favoured, with
bringing logistics inhouse not far behind at 29%. Third-party
agents will be the mode of choice for 20% and direct from
manufacturer the preferred option for 17%.
Delivery straight from manufacturer is often used today for
large items or where order fulfilment is by a third party. It’s an
option that offers interesting opportunities for retailers both
to save on space in warehouses and distribution centres and
to speed up delivery and therefore customer satisfaction.

Delivery modes continued...
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Our survey shows that retailers are working with a number of
delivery methods to get goods to customers and that is likely
to continue into the future. There’s no clear winner as yet, so
we can expect to see multiple delivery modes in use for some
time to come.
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delivery method today is bringing logistics in-house (76%) and
only 24% say they deliver direct from manufacturers. In two
years’ time in-house logistics will still be the primary method
of delivery.
• In France, 75% of respondents use their own delivery
network, with around half using third parties and opting to
bring logistics in-house. In two years’ time own delivery
network will still be the primary method for 45%.
• In Italy just under 70% of respondents use all the options
of their own network, third-party agents and delivery direct
from the manufacturer. In-house logistics are less popular at
56%. In two years’ time the primary delivery method chosen
by respondents will be fairly evenly spread, but with own
delivery network still the most popular.

• 78% of UK respondents say they use their own delivery

networks today, with third party agents and direct delivery
distinctly less used. Least popular is bringing logistics
in-house at 37%. Own delivery networks will still be the
favourite in two years’ time.
• In Spain all modes of delivery are already regularly used,
with 90% saying they use inhouse logistics and delivering
direct from manufacturers, and 70% saying they use their
own delivery networks and third parties. There’s no outright
preferred choice in two years’ time (25-30%), although 3rd
party networks are less preferred at 15%.

That’s a real challenge in terms of operational management.
Retailers will have to evaluate whether their technology is up
to the task of helping them manage orders from receipt to
delivery across multiple locations and modes.
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Using third party
warehouses

63%

23%

ROLLOVER

21%

As sales go omni-channel the challenge of knowing what
stock is available where is becoming increasingly complex.
Every item counts wherever it is. We wanted to know how
retailers are utilising their stocks in store as well as in
warehouses to fulfil orders accurately and at speed.
The first task was to find out where retailers are picking from
today for order fulfilment.
It’s no surprise that 83% of organisations use their own
warehouse to fulfil orders and that 48% use third-party
warehouses.

in association with

83%

What is exciting is that after years of hearing the death knell
for stores, they are now being re-vitalised and one of the
reasons for that is that they are an excellent source of stock
for online order fulfilment. 63% of retailers pick from the

48%

shelves instore. That role is helping to offset the costs of a
bricks and mortar presence.
Also interesting is that a third of retailers already use “dark
stores” or similar schemes that emulate the layout of stores
but without customers - and that 44% have plans to do so.
There are some regional variations in the popularity of dark
stores though which we explore below.
When we asked what the primary method of fulfilment would
be in two years’ time, we found that own warehouses will still
predominate (56%) but that many organisations are likely to
use stores (23%) or third party warehouses (21%) more.

Fulfilment continued...
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Retailers have a great deal to think about when it comes to
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many are already picking from all of these some are also
using the dark store approach.
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• Own warehouse Picking from own warehouses is

universally popular, but less so in Italy where only 63% said
they fulfil orders this way.
• Third party warehouse There was some disparity here
with three-quarters of Spanish respondents but only 28% of
German respondents saying they work this way, with others
ranging widely in-between.
• Own stores Most countries use own stores quite widely,
with percentages ranging from 60-75%. Germany stands apart
with only 40% reporting that they pick items from their own
stores.
Asked about primary methods of picking, Germany led the
way in picking from own warehouse at 72%, while only 7% of
UK respondents said that third-party warehouses were their
primary choice.
Again there are significant differences around the region
about the use of dark stores. In Spain 60% of respondents
said they do this already and the rest said they plan to do so.
That’s quite a contrast with the UK when 52% said they had
no plans to use dark stores at all.

Complicating the issue, especially for international
organisations, is that retailers are taking different approaches
in different countries. Clearly there’s no consensus that one
approach is the right way, so retailers are going to have to
look at how they know where stock is and how they allocate it
efficiently to orders.
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A significant disadvantage to online sales is the number of
returns generated. It’s important that retailers can handle
returns in a way that satisfies the customer but minimises
costs and gets stock back into circulation again as quickly as
possible.

• Half of Spanish retailers offer delivery agent pick up, with

In our survey we asked two questions about returns: how
retailers are handling returns in general, and specifically, what
do they do with returns to stores.

Handling returns well is important

Half of the retailers we asked say that their customers can
return items to any of their stores. Over a quarter organise
delivery agents to pick up returns from the customer. Some
16% make provisions for items to be returned by post.
Looking specifically at those retailers who take returns back
into their stores, we wanted to know how they get those
items back into the stock system. While 37% of stores sent
returned items back to a central store, 40% put items back
into stock at that store, and 23% said they routed the item to
where it was needed. This last approach requires a thorough
understanding of stock levels at stores and the ability to move
items around stores and central repositories.

only 30% offering return to store.

• In the UK 70% of retailers offer return to any store but

only 7% said they offered delivery agent pick up, while 19%
offered postal return options.

With stock going out and being returned through a variety
of channels, retailers really do need to be on top of their
inventory management. Knowing where stock is – new or
returned – and where it’s wanted is important for fast order
fulfilment and to reduce unnecessary stock holdings.

Handling returns to the store
Route to
where else
it’s needed

Returning items to any store is widely available though there
are some regional differences.

40%

• In France half of retailers enable returns to any store while

in association with

35% offer delivery agent pick up.
• Germany is the only country with a significant requirement
to return items to the same store they were bought from, at
28%, but 40% say any store will do.
• Returns to any store are available at 56% of Italian retailers
while delivery agent pick-ups (31%) are also fairly widely
available.

Back in
store stock

37%

Return to any store is a popular choice across regions

ROLLOVER
23%
Return to
centralised
depot
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9. Stock level visibility needs to be more detailed
• 60% of German respondents would like greater visibility in

If the most efficient stores able to pick from their stock
wherever it is – in store, in distribution centres, even in transit
– it becomes vital to know what stock is available and where,
to pinpoint accuracy.

the warehouse and 32% would like a better view of stock in
aisles.
• For Italian respondents the greatest desire of more
visibility was in the backroom (38%) and aisles (31%). While
there was little appetite for more visibility in warehouses
(13%), Italy was the only country where respondents wished
for a better oversight of stock in distribution centres (44%).
• In Spain there was reasonable satisfaction with stock level
visibility, though 45% would like greater visibility in the aisles.
• For UK retailers, there’s a desire for greater visibility in the
backroom (41%) and in the aisles (30%).

We wanted to know what level of importance retailers
put on stock visibility and where they think it matters.
The greatest number of retailers thought they had good
visibility in distribution centres and weren’t in urgent need
of more. Around a third would like to have better visibility in
warehouses, aisles in stores and backroom stock.
Particularly interesting is the growing desire to know what
stock is available at aisle level. For this information to be
accurate stock checking is going to have to take place more
regularly, but we wonder how that will balance against the
cost of carrying out stock checks. The value of accurate stock
visibility increases when you consider that customers also
want a view of what is available before placing their orders.

Visibility from top to bottom
Retailers are well advised to look for the gaps in their stock
visibility and consider how important they are and how best
to fill them.
Technology at its best can automate inventory management
from hand-held devices on the shop floor, giving accurate
information to aid fulfilment of online orders, as well as
replenishment on the shelves, through the stockroom to
warehouses, distribution centres, in returns centres and even
on vans out for delivery.

Breaking down visibility by region

• The greatest desire for an improved visibility in France is in
the warehouse where 40% of respondents said they would
like greater visibility. 35% would also like greater visibility in
aisles and backroom stock.

Visibility today and desired for tomorrow

68%

Distribution centres

54%

Warehouses
Aisles in store
in association with

Backroom stock

32%
27%

34%

ROLLOVER
33%

Today

Desired

19%

Total = 87%

33%

Total = 87%
Total = 66%
Total = 60%
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10. Why a single view is important
Competitive advantage and customer satisfaction are vital to
retail success. We’ve been talking with retailers about how
to achieve those goals through an efficient supply chain, and
in particular the value of being able to see where inventory is
across channels. 87% of our respondents agreed that a single
view across all channels provides a competitive advantage
while 71% felt it helped to drive customer satisfaction.

Central to most though is the collection and sharing of
information across the supply chain. Retailers will need to
consider how they are going to make the most of available
technology to track stock across warehouses, distribution
centres and throughout the store right down to item level.
The technology they choose will need to be fit for purpose –
mobile, easy to use, reliable and suitable for the environment.

When it comes to leveraging a single view to achieve goals,
we discussed four strategies and asked which of these
retailers believed would provide the greatest benefit.

What makes a single view advantageous?

Consolidate warehouses / distribution centres

However, tracking at consignment level and at single
item level came into their own when it came to customer
satisfaction, with 21% of respondents believing these can
make a difference. Fewer thought that automation and
consolidation would be of value here.

Automation inventory management across entire
supply chain

26%
15%

25%

Not the same view across Europe
While the vast majority across all countries considered
a single view to have a positive impact on competitive
advantage there seemed to be wider disparities around
customer satisfaction. While 90% of Spanish respondents and
88% of Italian respondents said they felt a single view offered
an advantage for customer satisfaction, only 44% of German
respondents thought this was true.

15%

ROLLOVER

Single item level tracking

23%
21%
Consignment level tracking

15%

Technology will play an important role
in association with

Customer satisfaction

Competitive advantage

Around a quarter thought that greater competitive advantage
could be achieved through consolidating their warehouses
and distribution centres, automating inventory management
across the entire supply chain and tracking inventory at
a single item level. Tracking at a consignment level was
considered less valuable for competitive advantage.

While retailers agree that a single view is important for
competitive advantage and customer satisfaction, they have
very different views as to which strategy is going to make the
most difference in achieving those goals.

21%
0%

15%

30%
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11. Retailers are racing to keep up with demands

With customers constantly raising the bar on what they
expect from retailers, companies are considering how they
can improve customer satisfaction while also achieving
competitive advantage. Technology has a strong role in
achieving these goals through a more efficient supply chain,
but that’s not always recognised.

One of the key areas where customers demand choice and
speed is in receipt of goods, and retailers are rising to the
challenge with a broadening range of delivery and pick-up
options. And when they’re making deliveries, many retailers
are enabling their customers to keep in touch with delivery
progress. That’s not easy, and particularly challenging if
retailers are using third parties for deliveries or delivering
directly from manufacturers. Excellent coordination and
sharing of information is vital.

Certainly most European retailers are focused on web
commerce and many are introducing mobile apps to help
customers make purchases wherever and whenever they
desire.

The drawback to online sales is the probability of returns, and
retailers need to make this easy for customers. The majority
are enabling return to the nearest store, to be added to local
stock or to centralised stores.

To fulfil orders, retailers are looking at their own warehouses
as well as third parties, and their own shops. By having an
accurate view of where inventory is throughout the supply
chain, right down to item level, retailers have the best
opportunity to fulfil orders quickly and maintain customer
satisfaction.

Our findings suggest that overall retailers are working hard
to give customers the choice and speed that they want in
receiving and returning purchases. To do this retailers will
have to continue to focus on ensuring the inventory and
delivery information they share is up-to-date, and that they
are taking advantage of processes and technologies to help
them be truly efficient across the supply chain.

Our discussions with major retailers across Europe have
thrown up some interesting findings.

Warehouses are ripe for automation yet currently retailers
clearly prefer to use manual picking predominantly, though
technology is in place in many cases.
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Committed to engaging a disparate global IT audience with truly localised
messaging, IDG Connect also publishes market specific thought leadership
papers on behalf of its clients, and produces research for B2B marketers
worldwide. www.idgconnect.com

Zebra’s extensive portfolio of solutions give real-time visibility into everything
from products and physical assets to people, providing very precise
operational data not only about where things are, but what condition they are
in. This allows business leaders to use data to make better, more informed
decisions, respond in real-time and ultimately, help businesses understand
how they work, and how they could work better.
To speak to a representative, click here or call 0800 328 2424 (or if outside the
UK, 00420 533 336 123) or email us contact.emea@zebra.com

